Sheet and Roll Label Machines
with ONE COLOR Flexo by FLEXOR
IQ Series
HIGHLIGHTS:
- Fully Servo motor driven
- Web width up to 440mm
- Single, Double or Semi turret rewinder
- Optional ONE COLOR Flexo Station
- Re-register Die cutting
- Print to register functionality
- Sheet label Production (any size)
Optional shingle
stream delivery
table for sheeted
labels

Re-register
sheeting,
die cutting and
printing

Servo driven flexo
station for coating
or printing

innovative solutions in slitting, rewinding and die cutting

Shear and razor cutting
cassette type system

Servo driven matrix
rewinder

Double Die Cutting Station
with sheeting possibility

Pneumatic single/ double or semi
turret rewind spindle with own
servo motor(s)

Servo infeed NIP Roller 1

Corona Treatment

Crush cutting knife station
(Option: A4 Sheeting)

Servo infeed NIP Roller 2

UV and /or IR Drying

Servo Technology

Latest servo motor technology ensures

perfect
web Unit
tension
Semi Rotary
Die Cutting
with linear
servo motors for accuracy and precision

Roll / Sheet Label
One Color Flexo

Jumbo Unwind for 900mm rolls
approx. 3000m

Adjustable splice table with
integrated webguide

If it’s a sheet (any size) or a label this machine can delivery you everything you will ever need
With this servo driven one color flexo unit you can now
print sheets and labels and free up more press time

UV/ IR/ Corona

Drying by UV, IR or a pretreatment using Corona with our
machine you can now have it all

Servo Rewinders

Our single, double or semi-turret rewinders are fully servo motor
driven and ensure that rewind tension is always perfect

Matrix Rewinder

High quality servo driven matrix rewinder ensures that even the
most difficult matrix can be rewound easily

Digital Strobe

By using a digital strobe the operators can view the die cutting
online and without any problems for their eyes on a screen

Perfect Slitting

Prefect tension during slitting is key to speed and quality
hence every FLEXOR slits between two servo driven Nips

MORE POSSIBILITIES

The IQ Series stands for intelligent and unique solutions which allow our customers to be even more efficient and up the game when it come to
versatility and productivity. Our hybrid machine solution allows you to have four machines in one :
1. Blank label production with a double die cutting unit for perfortations or undercut,
2. ONE color roll to roll label production, or roll to roll varnishing to prepare material for digital printing
3. ONE color roll to sheet label production
4. Standard slitting, inspection rewinder. 			

FLEXOR IQ Series					380				440
Max. web width (mm)				380				440
Max. unwind dia. (mm)				900				900
Max. rewind dia. (mm)				750				750
Max. machine speed (m/min)

		

220				

220

Die Cutter: max. /min. cylinder size (inch) 		

10/24				

12/24

Die cutting / Print to register: ± 0.2mm		
Dimensions LxWxH (mm)			

Yes 				
4550x1500x1950		
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Yes
4580x1600x1950

For contact details of all agents
and distributors, please visit:
www.flexor.pl

